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Buddhism

and the
Brahma concept
By Ven. Prof Bellanwila Wimalaratana NayakaThero

T

he term Brahma occurs fairly frequently in Buddhist literature.
There are many terms that are prefixed with the word Brahma.
Some of the well-known are Brahma-cariya, Brahma-vihara,
Brahma-kaya, Brahma-danda, Brahma-jala, Brahma-cakka
and Brahma-sara. Even the Brahma world as well as denizens of
such worlds known as Maha-brahma, Brahma-sahampati, Brahma- Yet, it becomes also clear that in spite of this difference, the Buddha
himself had to adapt and use certain cherished beliefs, concepts
sanankumara are also mentioned.
and terms that were in vogue among the Brahmins, in order to put
In phrases such as ‘Brahmati matapitaro’, the term Brahma is used across his own teachings. Among such pre-Buddhistic concepts,
to give it a special ethical connotation. What we propose here is to the Buddha adopted the concept of Brahma occupies an important
examine how this pre-Buddhist word came to be used in Buddhist place. As mentioned before, the word Brahma occurs frequently
literature and to discuss the changes it has undergone in this process in pre-Buddhist as well as in Buddhist literature indicating a wide
of adaptation.
variety of senses and context.
The 6th century B. C., the period to which the Buddha belongs is a (1) The technical terms used in Buddhist literature can be classified
period in which Indian religious and philosophical scene underwent
into three groups.
a radical change. By this time the Brahmanic religious tradition had (2) The terms that are common in form as well as in meaning in
reached a very high stage of development. It began with the Vedas
both Brahmanic and Buddhist literature.
and developed through the Brahmanas, Aranyakas and reached its (3) The terms that are common in form, but different in meaning.
climax in the Upanishads.
Terms that denote completely a Buddhist meaning.
It was at such a time that the Buddha appeared on the religious
scene of India. During this period there were two distinct groups of According to this classification the term Brahma falls into the
religious thinkers: one group advocating the belief that salvation had second group. In Buddhism it is used in a sense quite different
to be attained through Karma marga or Yajan marga, i. e. through the from the sense in which it is used in Brahmanism. Both Brahma and
path of sacrifice; and the other holding that salvation is possible only Brahman connote the idea of the Highest. In the earliest stages the
term Brahman meant the universe. Hence the first beginning of the
through the path of wisdom or Jnana-marga.
Brahma ideal could be traced to the Purusa Sukta which occurs in
Besides these two religious paths, both put forward by the Brahmins, the 10th Mandala of the Rigveda.
there was the path to salvation through ascetic practices put forward
mainly by such groups as Ajivakas, Paribbajakas, and Niganthas. The It alludes to some kind of primordial universal matter. Gradually this
latter group belonged mainly to the Sramana tradition which was idea developed and finally it came to be accepted that the Brahman
opposed to the Brahmana tradition. Even the Buddha belongs to or Brahma is the source of the whole universe. In the early Brahmana
period Prajapati is considered more important and he is considered
this Sramana tradition.
the primordial being and Brahma occupies a secondary place.
The Buddha who had mastered all the religious traditions of the time
not only rejected the prevalent views on salvation, but presented a In the Satapatha Brahman it is clearly mentioned that Prajapati
novel philosophy of emancipation. He discarded such views as divine created the Brahma. But in later Brahmana texts their positions
creation, belief in a permanent self, determinism and annihilationism, were reversed, Brahma superseding Prajapati, with Brahma being
and presented his teaching basing it on the fundamental doctrine of considered as the foundation as well as the source of the universe.
paticcasamuppada or dependent co-origination.
This idea reached its culmination in the Upanishad literature, where
This fundamental doctrine formed the foundation for his other reference is made to the undifferentiated unity of Brahman and
basic teachings such as karma, rebirth and freedom. Even the Atman, that is the Universal Soul and the Individual Soul, in other
theory and practice of Buddhist ethics is founded on this doctrine words, the macrocosm and the microcosm.
of paticcasamuppada, which is the central philosophy of Buddhism.
Brahman as the Cosmic Soul is universal, permanent, indestructible,
The oldest scriptures that record the teachings of the Buddha are unique; it is the primordial essence, the ultimate ground of existence.
referred to as the Tripitaka (Three Baskets) written in the Pali language. The final goal came to be considered as the realization of the unity
When one examines the Tripitaka, it becomes quite clear that the between Brahman and Atman; the realization of “oneness” between
Buddha’s teaching is basically different from Vedic and Brahmanic the universal soul and the individual soul.
teachings.
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The attainment of this undifferentiated unity is considered in the
Upanishads as the goal and ideal of all Brahmins. It was said that
there are two paths open to this goal. One is the path of Sacrifice
(Yajna or Karma-marga) and the other the Path of Knowledge (Jnanamarga). The latter was followed by the Upanishad sages, the ‘munis’
who practised severe ascetic practices.
The Buddha’s attitude towards this long-cherished concept of
Brahmais two-fold.
•

Complete rejection of the Brahma concept.

•

Giving new meanings to certain ideas connected with the
Brahma concept.

Both as religion and philosophy, Buddhism is based on the “no
soul” view. Therefore, the Buddhist attitude to the Upanishadic
view of reality needs no examination. In the Vasettha-sutta of the
Dighanikaya, the attempt to reach the Brahma that no one has seen is
compared to the effort of a line of blind men. The Buddhist teaching
that everything is impermanent rejects the belief in a permanent
substance that underlines everything in the universe.
The Buddhist theory of causality shows that if there is a Brahma, he
cannot be uncaused and similarly cannot be eternal. According to
the Buddhist doctrine of paticasamuppada the universe is not the
creation of a personal God or impersonal Godhead, but the outcome
of causes and conditions.
Though the Buddha rejected this Brahma concept which was
prevalent in pre-Buddhistic
times, it is clearly seen that
he used some aspects of this
concept to put across his own
philosophy.
Buddhism does not deny the
existence of Brahma. It speaks
of Brahma-lokas, refers to
Maha Brahama as the Lord of
the Brahama-lokas. In many
suttas this supreme Brahma
is referred to as Sahampati.
He is represented as one who
has cultivated his mind and
as one who honours and pays
reverence to the Buddha.
This shows that Buddhahood is higher than Brahmahood. The
Buddhist texts also refer to many instances when Brahma came
to meet the Buddha. Among these Brahmas are Sanamkumara,
Ghatikara, Narada.
Reference is also made to the path leading to the Brahma World. The
Tevijja Sutta says that the path to the Brahma World is through the
development of jhanas pertaining to the five material spheres. The
Brahma Worlds are known as Suddhavasas, the Pure Abodes.
It is said that the attainment of the First jhana leads to the Brahma
Worlds called “Brahama-parisajja”, “Brahma-purohita” and “Maha
Brahma”; the Second Jhana to Parittabha, Appamanabha and
Abhassara; the Third Jhana to Parittasubha, Appamanasubha and
Subhakinna.
The Fourth Jhana is said to lead the non-Anagamins to Vehapphala
and Asannasatta Brahma-lokas and the Anagamns to Aviha, Atappa,
Sudassi and Akanittha Brahma-loka. This shows that Buddhism too
has a parallel concept of the attainment of companionship with
Brahma. But this, however, does not mean that Buddhism, like
Brahmanism, admits the possibility of eternal companionship with
Brahma.
What is meant by this jhanic attainment is the experiencing of a very
high level of mental development through the jhanic process.
The teaching on the four Brahma-Viharas (four Sublimes States) is
another instance which shows how the Buddha adopted another

important aspect of the pre-Buddhist Brahma concept. Many scholars
are of the opinion that the teaching on Brahma-Vihara is purely
Buddhist. Perhaps this is more likely to be an adaptation of a preBuddhist concept to suit the Buddhist point of view. This becomes
clear from Buddhaghosa’s definition of Brahma-vihara:
“Why are these called Brahma-viharas? It is because they are supreme
and faultless. These states constitute the best mode of conduct
towards others. The Brahmas live with their minds freed of the five
hindrances. The Yogins who are endowed with these states also live
with faultless minds like the Brahmas”.
As the parents have these mental attitudes towards their children,
they too can be called Brahmas. Infact in comparing the parents to
the Brahmas, the Buddha appears to have added a new dimension
to the Brahma concept.
The Buddhist path leading to Nibbana is called the “Brahma-faring”
(Brahmacariya). The Buddha addressing the first disciples who
grasped his teaching said, “Come O! monk, the doctrine is well
taught. Practise this Brahma faring for the perfect ending of suffering”.
The five ascetics who were the first disciples of the Buddha were
already following some kind of a restrained noble life. By inviting
them to lead “Brahmacariya” a new Buddha seems to have made
clear that his interpretation of the Brahma faring meant something
different from what they were already engaged in. The Varnasrama
dharma followed by the Brahmins divides the life into four stages.
These four stages are studentship (brahamacriya), householder
(grhastha), forest entry (vanaprastha) and renunciation (sannyasi).
Here, Brahmacariya meant merely the studentship, limited to the
student days of one’s life. But Brahmacariya in Buddhism is not
limited to any particular period of life. It is valid for all stages of life
and can be commenced by renunciation of the worldly life.
It is somewhat parallel to the sannyasi stage in the “varnasrama
dharma” of the Brahmins. From this it becomes clear that the
Brahmacariya in Buddhism, which developed from a pre-Buddhist
idea, was identified as the path leading to the ending of defilement
resulting in the destruction of suffering.
In general the term Brahma is used in the sense of Supreme, Noble,
Highest, Holy and so on. This shows how important the idea of
Brahma had been to the Brahmins and how much influence it exerted
on Buddhism. It is also seen that in the canonical texts, the two terms
Brahma and Dhamma are at time used co-terminously.
Terms such as Brahma-cakka, Dhamma-cakka, Brahma-bhuta,
Dhamma-bhuta, Brahma-kaya, Dhamma-kaya, illustrate such
synonymity of the two terms. This clearly shows that the Buddha
used the pre-Buddhistic Brahma concept to give a new dimension
to certain important Buddhist concepts.
Source : https://www.budsas.org/ebud/ebdha321.htm

About the Writer :
The late Ven. Prof Wimalaratana
Nayaka Thero was a well-known
monastic elder and Buddhist scholar
in Sri Lanka. He often represented
the Sinhala Mahasangha in Buddhist
conferences and meetings throughout
the world. He also authored many
seminal publications in English and
Sinhalese. Ven. Wimalaratana passed
away of injuries sustained in a fall on
3rd February 2018, aged 77.
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Feature

The Problem
of Conflict
Why do Human
Beings Live in
Hate
by Bhikkhu Bodhi

I

t is one of the most bitter ironies of human life that although
virtually all human beings cherish a desire to live in peace, we
continually find ourselves embroiled in conflict, pitted against
others in relationships marred by tension, distrust or open hostility.
This irony is particularly poignant because it is immediately evident
to us that cordial, harmonious relations with others are a necessary
condition for our own genuine happiness. Not only do such relations
allow us to pursue undisturbed the goals we consider essential to our
personal fulfillment, but they bring us the deeper joy of meaningful
communion with our fellow human beings. Contentious living, in
contrast, is always intrinsically painful, involving a hardening of our
subjective armor, a tightening of the knots of anger and hate. Indeed,
whatever the outcome of conflict may be -- whether victory or defeat
-- the result itself is ultimately detrimental for both victor and victim
alike.

an arena where the pleasures that we seek exact as their price the
hard cash of struggle and contention.
The teachings of the Buddha, while framed around the goal of
individual deliverance from suffering, are also expounded for the
purpose of instructing us in how we can live in harmony with others.
Such harmony is desirable not only as a source of satisfaction in
itself, but also because it is a prerequisite for treading the path to the
higher freedom. The final peace of enlightenment can arise only in a
mind that is at peace with others, and the mind can only be at peace
with others when we are actively committed to a course of training
that enables us to extricate the roots of conflict that lie buried deep
within our hearts.
Once, in ancient India, Sakka the ruler of the gods came to the
Buddha and asked: “By what bonds are people bound whereby,
though they wish to live in peace, without hate and hostility, they
yet live in conflict, with hate and hostility.” The Master replied: “It is
the bonds of envy and avarice that so bind people that, though they
wish to live in peace, they live in conflict, with hate and hostility.”
If we trace external conflicts back to their source, we will find that
they originate not in wealth, position or possessions, but in the mind
itself. They spring up because we envy others for the qualities they
possess which we desire for ourselves, and because we are driven
by an unquenchable avarice to extend the boundaries of what we
can label “mine.”

Nevertheless, although harmonious living promises such rich
blessings while discordant relations entail so much harm and misery,
for the most part our lives -- and the lives of those around us -- are
entangled in a raveled net of quarrels and disputes. Conflict may
simmer within as silent suspicion and resentment or it may explode
into violent rage and devastation. It may implicate us at the level
of personal relationships, or as members of an ethnic group, a
political party, a social class or a nation. But in one or another of
its many manifestations, the presence of conflict in our lives seems
inescapable. Peace and harmony hover in the distance as beautiful
dreams for a summer’s night or noble ideals to which we pledge Envy and avarice in turn are grounded in two more fundamental
formal allegiance. But when reality knocks and dreams are dispelled, psychological conditions. Envy arises because we identify things as
we find ourselves drawn, usually against our better judgment, into “I,” because we perpetually seek to establish a personal identity for
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Two such necessary steps are changes in attitude
with the power to transmute envy and avarice. One is
altruistic joy (mudita), the ability to view the success
of others with the same gladness we experience at
our own success. The other is generosity (caga), the
readiness to give and to relinquish. The former is the
specific antidote for envy, the latter the antidote for
avarice. What is common to both is a lifting of the
sense of identity from its narrow fixation on the self,
and a broadening of it to encompass others who share
our desire to be happy and free from suffering.
As private individuals we cannot hope to resolve by
our will the larger patterns of conflict that engulf the
societies and nations to which we belong. We live in a
world that thrives on conflict, and in which the forces
that nurture conflict are pervasive; obstinate and
terribly powerful. But as followers of the Enlightened
One what we can do and must do is to testify by our
conduct to the supremacy of peace: to avoid words
and actions that engender animosity, to heal divisions,
to demonstrate the value of harmony and concord. The
model we must emulate is that provided by the Master
in his description of the true disciple: “He is one who
unites the divided, who promotes friendships, enjoys
concord, rejoices in concord, delights in concord, and
who speaks words that promote concord.”
Source: https://www.vipassana.com/resources/bodhi/
problem_of_conflict.php

“We live in a world that thrives on
conflict, and in which the forces
that nurture conflict are pervasive;
obstinate and terribly powerful.”
About the Writer :

ourselves internally and to project that identity outward for others to recognize and
accept. Avarice arises because we appropriate: we attempt to carve out a territory
for ourselves and to furnish that territory with possessions that will titillate our greed
and sense of self-importance.
Conflict being thus rooted in envy and avarice, it follows that the path to nonconflict must be a course of relinquishment, of removing the constrictive thoughts
and desires that pivot around the notions of “I” and “mine,” the drives to identify
and to possess. This course reaches consummation with the full maturity of wisdom,
with insight into the empty, egoless nature of all phenomena; for it is this insight
which exposes the hollowness of the notions of “I” and “mine” that underlie envy
and avarice. However, although the final liberation from clinging may lie far away,
the path leading to it is a gradual one, growing out of simpler, more basic steps that
lie very close to our feet.

Bhikkhu Bodhi is an American Theravada
Buddhist monk, ordained in Sri Lanka
under Ven B. Ananda Maitreya Thero and
received his full ordination in 1973. Before
ordaining as a monk, he obtained a BA
and PhD in Philosophy in the US. Bhikkhu
Bodhi was the English Language Editor
and later appointed as the President of the
Buddhist Publication Society (SL) and has
edited and authored several publications
grounded in the Theravada Buddhist
tradition.
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The contemplation of death is a wisdom practice. Wisdom has to
do with seeing clearly, seeing things as they are, that is, coming to
terms with the way things are. “Perfect seeing” is one translation
of vipassana, of insight. What’s implied is that to begin with, we don’t
see very clearly, and we certainly don’t look into the process of life
and death very clearly.
You may find that death contemplation motivates you tremendously
and takes you through very hard times in practice, such as restlessness,
sleepiness, or pain. In my own case, if I feel sleepy when I’m sitting, I
just reflect on my own death, and it wakes me up very quickly! Or if I
get caught in some pettiness, a resentment, or preoccupation, again
I reflect on my own death. Very few things stand up when you shine
the light of death on them. As Don Juan suggests, take death as your
advisor.
In the Dhammapada, another great teaching of the Buddha, it is said
that people would never fight or argue if they fully realized they were
going to die. As we contemplate death, we can also learn compassion
for our enemies. We see that we are all comrades. It softens the heart
when we recognize that we all have the same fate.
While there are many benefits that can come from death awareness
practice, the main value from the point of view of “dharma life,” life
in practice, is to get our priorities in order. Here you are, running
around doing all kinds of things, spending many hours sleeping or
eating. Just the simple invitation made here, to reflect on your death,
can help you assess how you spend your energy. Given that you
don’t have “forever,” perhaps you will decide radically to alter your
priorities and give your practice much higher consideration.

Death Awareness
By Larry Rosenberg

M

any meditations focus on something associated with
beauty or joy or peace. Perhaps some of you may puzzle
over why a contemplation would focus on death. Actually,
in the teachings of the Buddha, it’s a very important
practice. It’s part of the general importance given to impermanence,
change—and death is a dramatic case of that. Reflections on anicca—
that everything that arises passes away—is central to wisdom practice.

MARANA-SATI:
Death Awareness Practice Outline
THE INEVITABILITY OF DEATH
1. Everyone has to die.
2. Our life span is decreasing continuously.
3. The amount of time spent in our life to develop the mind is very
small.
THE UNCERTAINTY OF THE TIME OF DEATH
4. Human life expectancy is uncertain.
5. There are many causes of death.
6. The human body is so fragile.
THE FACT THAT ONLY INSIGHT INTO DHARMA CAN HELP US AT
THE TIME OF DEATH

A contemplation on death is neither an exercise in morbidity nor a 7. Our possessions and enjoyments cannot help.
dwelling on the unhappy side of life. In fact, when marana-sati (death 8. Our loved ones cannot help.
awareness practice) is done properly, it’s quite astonishing how much
stability and peace come out of it. Perhaps, not too surprisingly, this 9. Our own body cannot help.
is because most of us are imbalanced when it comes to death. We
haven’t come to terms with the nature of our bodies, and we don’t HOW TO DO IT
see death as a natural process. So we have all kinds of funny reactions
to it: excessive joking, or avoidance, or preoccupation in a morbid Many of you who have been practicing vipassana may never have
done a contemplation of this sort, because the emphasis in our
way. Death awareness practice can bring us into balance.
practice is on the direct perception of what’s happening in the
The Sattipatana Sutta, where the Buddha laid out the essentials moment. When you’re practicing vipassana, you’re not encouraged
of mindfulness practice, includes a cemetery contemplation. At to think. But in death awareness practice you learn that there’s a way
the time of the Buddha the yogis would go to actual cemeteries of using the thought process itself very creatively so that it’s an aid to
and sometimes live there for extended periods of time. Often the the development of wisdom.
dead bodies were not buried or burned but just discarded, left in
cemeteries, out of compassion for the animal kingdom, for vultures It’s helpful to begin by becoming mindful of the breath or making
and other animals to eat. So yogis would observe the human body use of some other technique that enables you to become calm.
in various states of decomposition and work with what that brought Sometimes keeping a light connection with the breath throughout
up in themselves. The whole point for these yogis was to see that the practice can soothe and steady the mind and actually deepen
whoever this body belonged to had been subjected to the same law the reflection.
that they were subject to.
Take perhaps twenty minutes a day. Don’t overdo it—you’ll know
Meditation on death and cemetery contemplations are still done in what feels right. First find your own way to calm the mind. Select one
the forest monasteries of Asia. In Buddhism it is our practice to make of the possible contemplations and go into it in some depth. When
ourselves go through the fear of dying now, when many of us are you are finished with your contemplation, skim over the others on
quite young, so that later on it isn’t a problem, or it’s just less of a the outline so that, in some way, they become part of what you learn
that day.
problem.
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bring to your contemplation has a great deal to do with the quality
of it and the fruit you receive from it. If you have a strong samadhi
practice already, you will become very rich. You can question, reflect,
and play with it.
Now, while you are doing this reflection, from time to time, a certain
feeling will come up. For example, if you are contemplating the
inevitability of death, as you take the thought inside and go deeper
and deeper with it, a kind of intuition may arise. Ideally it’s not in
words—it’s a feeling or a strong conviction that impresses itself upon
the heart. Suddenly you feel, “Wow! I already know this.” At that
point, drop all of the creative thinking, analysis, investigation, and
reflection, and just bring your samadhi to bear on the feeling. Mix
whatever degree of concentration or stability of mind you have with
that feeling. Soak it in the calm. This makes it more alive, gives it
more depth, more fullness, more meaning. Then be with it. That’s
your object of contemplation.
Now you are doing a kind of one-pointed meditation. In the beginning
this may be just a few seconds. It may fade, but don’t struggle to
retrieve it.

“A
contemplation
on death is neither
an exercise in
morbidity nor a
dwelling on the
unhappy side of
life.”

Remember, in death awareness practice, as in vipassana, we are
trying to understand impermanence, unsatisfactoriness, and noself, only now it’s through a kind of disciplined use of thought. It’s a
focused use of thought so that thought becomes an ally, rather than
an enemy, of dharma.
Source : https://tricycle.org/magazine/death-awareness/
About the Writer :

Here’s a possible scenario: You take up a thought, let’s say, “Everyone
has to die.” Then you have license to bring that thought inside, to
reflect on it, to contemplate it. This is where the practice can become
very creative. Each person can do it in his or her own unique way. You
can, in a sense, have a conversation with yourself: you can speculate,
you can draw on the richness of your own life experience, you can
call up specific images, objects, people. You can visualize yourself
dying, or people you know who are already dead; you might visualize
your family plot at the cemetery or perhaps your own skeleton. The
degree of samadhi, the degree of calm and concentration that you

BMV News & Events
A. Virtual Dhamma Dana Series

Bhante M.
Gnanawasa Thera

Bhante
Suseela Thera

Past Events in April, May and June

(Streamed online via BMV Public Facebook Page)

Bhante Prof Dr
Yassasi Thera

Bhante Prof Dr
M Uparathana
Thera (Sri Lanka)

Bhante Prof L.
Siriniwasa Maha
Thera (Sri Lanka)

(Sri Lanka)

(Edmonton,Canada)

(Sri Lanka)

Wed, 22nd April
Dhana Sutta –
Discourse on the
7 Treasures

Thurs, 23rd April
Reﬂection on
Meditation

Fri, 24th April
Unity and
Fellowship of
Mankind. Myth
or Fact?

Mon, 27th April
The Deva
Concept in
Buddhism

Wed, 29th April
The Power of
Spirituality

Bhante Dr. S.
Pemarathana
Thera (Pittsburgh,

Bhante H.
Kondanna Maha
Thera (New York,

Bhante M.
Abhayatissa
Thera (Sri Lanka)

Datuk Charlie
Chia (Malaysia)

Bhante Dr
Omalpe Sobhita
Maha Thera

Fri, 15th May
Mindfulness
and Right
Mindfulness

Fri, 22nd May
Free Will in
Buddhism

USA)

USA)

Larry Rosenberg is the founder and a
guiding teacher at Cambridge Insight
Meditation Center and a senior resident
teacher at the Insight Meditation Society
in Barre, Massachusetts. Rosenberg was a
professor of psychology at the University
of Chicago and Harvard Medical School.

Sun, 24th May
The Middle
Path and How
to Apply its Key
Principles in
Daily Life

Fri, 29th May
Reducing Stress
by Managing
Changes

(Sri Lanka)

Sun, 31st May
Dakkhina
Vibhanga Sutta.
Various Ways of
Giving Alms

Bhante
Sankichcha Thera

Bhante
Seelaratana
Thera (Nepal)

Fri, 1st May
Boosting
Physical and
Mental Immunity
During a Crisis

Sun, 3rd May
Facing Hardships
during a
Pandemic
(A Nepalese
Experience)

Bro Ananda
Fong (Malaysia)

Dr. Sunil
Karyakarawana

(Michigan, USA)

Fri, 5th June
The Place of
“Conﬁdence” in
Buddhism

(UK)

Sun, 7th June
Opportunity in
Adversity
A Buddhist
Perspective

Ven. Dato’ Dr
Sumana Siri
Nayaka Maha
Thera (Malaysia)
Sat, 9th May
Buddhism is not
Information but
Transformation

Bhante K
Chandananda
Thera (San
Francisco, USA)

Fri, 12th June
What the Buddha
Realised at the
Bodhi Tree

Bhante D.
Kusala Thera
(Detroit, USA)

Sun, 10th May
What is
Enlightenment?
Sun, 17th May
Inner Peace in
Crisis Moments

Bhante N.
Samitha Thera

(Boston, USA)

Sun, 14th June
Origin of
Individual and
Social Suffering
based on
Mahanidana
Sutta
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BMV News & Events
B. E-Wesak Programme - 6th and 7th May

Lighting of the First Oil Lamp by
Ven Chief Datuk Dhammaratana
and other resident monks

1) WESAK EVE
Lighting the First Oil Lamp
Venerable Chief Datuk K Sri Dhammaratana and the other
resident monks proceeded to light the oil lamps sponsored
by our devotees at 7.00 pm followed by the Buddha puja,
sutta chanting and blessings. Bhante P. Wineeta Thera
delivered the Dhamma sermon on the significance of Wesak.
Sponsorship for the oil lamp was at RM20 (1 Day); RM100 (10
Days) and RM150 (15 Days)
Volunteers getting ready
to light the rest of the
sponsored oil lamps

2) WESAK DAY
I. 7.00 am - Wesak Day Message and Raising the Buddhist
Flag by Ven Chief Dhammaratana followed by Buddha Puja
and administration of 8 Precepts for online Observers.
II. Dhamma Talks and Guided Meditation

9.00 am - Bhante H. Kondanna Maha Thera (New York)
4.00 pm - The Buddha’s Message to Teenagers by Bhante
Suseela (Canada)
8.30 pm - Bhante Dr S Pemarathana(Pittsburgh)
III. 7.30 pm - Buddha Puja and Chanting of Suttas for
Blessings. End of 8 Precepts Programme.

Raising of the Buddhist Flag
and Ven Chief’s Wesak
Message

Wesak Day Buddha
Puja in the Evening

C) Welfare Project - Myanmar Community Support
BMV received an appeal from a group of 81 Myanmar families
(totalling 219 individuals) around the Puchong Tesco area, for
assistance in the form of provisions/groceries. Due to the MCO,
BMV received minimal provisions during the Wesak period. A
message from President Sirisena Perera was sent out to our
BMV devotees on 11th May to rally the wider community to
collect funds and/or provisions in kind. The intention was to
help these families to pull through this difficult times for at least
one month. The response was immediate and overwhelming
and BMV collected sufficient funds and contributions in kind in
the form of rice, oil, eggs, instant noodles and cans of sardines.
Due to the urgency, the provisions were delivered in batches
on 5 different days to the resident monk, Bhante Uttara of
the Ashokarama Myanmar Buddhist Temple in Puchong
who organised and distributed to the families concerned.
Buddhist Maha Vihara thanks all donors (cash and kind) for the
immediate care and concern shown to the Myanmar families.
Thanks is also due to the project coordinators Jayasiri Francis,
Harshana Madhushan and Jestin Mendis.
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President Sirisena Perera
presenting a bag of rice to
Bhante Uttara as a symbol
of the provisions to be
provided to the Myanmar
families.

Bhante Uttara with
another batch of
provisions received from
BMV

E) E-Poson Full Moon Programme – 6th June

D) Blood Donation Campaign – 31st May

A blood donation drive was organised on 31st May at the Buddhist
Maha Vihara Asoka Hall with the support of the Brickfields
Community Group to meet the appeal by the Pusat Darah Negara.
A large crowd turned up from the Brickfields area and our temple
devotees were guided efficiently
by the St. Johns Ambulance
personnel in keeping to the MCO
rules. At the end of the day, a total
of 74 people were registered to
have successfully donated blood.
Syabas to all involved.

Poson is the most important
Full Moon Day for Buddhists in
Sri Lanka. The day marks the
introduction of Buddhism to
the Island by Arahant Mahinda
in the third century BC. It is
believed the Great Arahant
preached the Dhamma to King
Devanampiyatissa, the then ruler
of the country, in Mihintale.
i.

Buddha Puja and Administration of 8 Precepts to Online
Observers

ii. Dhamma Sermons by Bhante P. Wineeta Thera

9.00 am - “Significance of Uposatha Day”
2.30 pm - “Dhamma Dana”
5.00 pm - Sutta chanting with Bhante K. Siridhamma Thera
iii. Buddha Puja, Chanting of suttas for Blessings. End of 8 Precepts

Programme

In Memoriam
Venerable Dr Elgiriya
Indaratana Maha Thera,
Chief Incumbent of Mahindrama
Buddhist Temple, Penang
10th February 1954 – 27th May 2020

The Most Venerable Dr. Indaratana Maha Thera was born on 10 Feb
1954 in Sri Lanka. He ordained as a novice monk in 1966 at the age
of 12. Ven Indaratana received his higher ordination (upasampada)
on 5 June 1975 at the age of 21. Ven Indaratana first visited
Mahindarama Buddhist Temple (MBT) in 1977 at the invitation of
his teacher, the late Ven. S.V. Sri Pandit P. Pemaratana Nayaka Maha
Thera. Ven Indaratana became the Chief Incumbent in 1995.
The Buddhist Maha Vihara has been associated with the Mahindrama
Buddhist Temple (MBT) for a long time and both temples have
supported each other in exchanges of Dhammadutta programmes.
MBT already had an established Dhammadutta dimension of
Dhamma talks, Retreats, Eight Precept Programmes, Sunday School,
Sutta Study, excellent Dhamma library, free publications programme,
etc. Ven Dr Indaratana was no stranger to all these since he has been
serving MBT for a long time under the guidance of the late Chief
monk, Ven Pandit Sri P. Pemaratana Nayaka Maha Thera.

While Ven Dr Indaratana began leading MBT since 1995 as the new
Chief Incumbent, he gave the temple an additional socio-welfare
dimension which included:
1. The Amata Free Medical & Diabetic Centre
2. The Sarana Old Folks Home at Jalan Gunaratana
3. Welfare programmes in rural villages in Sri Lanka under the

Amata name

The Annual Novitiate programmes at MBT was started in 1999,
inspired by the Buddhist Maha Vihara. Our late Chief Ven Dr K Sri
Dhammananda Nayaka Maha Thera and late Ven Dr Punnaji Maha
Thera have frequently given Dhamma talks and officiated at the MBT
Novitiate programme.
The setting up of the Mahindrama Meditation Centre is a fitting tribute
to the dedication of Venerable Dr Indaratana and the committee
members of the MBT. To cap these has been the Centenary
commemoration of the Mahindrama Buddhist Temple which was set
up in 1919.
With such inspiring leadership, personal mentorship, counsellor
and personal friend to many irrespective of race or religion, Ven
Dr Indaratana has set a high standard in service to others. Buddhist
Maha Vihara is saddened by the passing of Ven Dr Indaratana and
extends our deepest condolences to the members of the Sangha
and Committee of Management of Mahindrama Buddhist Temple,
his Disciples, students and family members.
We pray that Venerable has a favourable afterlife, his journey in
Samsara be short and May he realise the bliss of Nibbana soonest.
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Buddhist Institute Sunday Dhamma School
(BISDS)
IT Training for E-Dhamma on 6th June 2020
Today, BISDS IT Department
in collaboration with Training
and Recruitment Department,
organized 2 learning sessions
for BISDS teachers via video
conferencing
app
Zoom
Meeting. The goal of this
training is to enable teachers
to conduct online Dhamma
classes independently and
with confidence.

Training was conducted by Sister San Ping from IT Department
and a total of 22 teachers attended the online lesson. Participants
were shown how to host an online meeting, as well as the various
functions available in Zoom Meeting.
Each registered participant was assigned an IT Support personnel
to provide personal technical assistance. Following today’s lesson,
the teachers were required to contact their respective IT support
within 2 weeks timeframe for the one-to-one online support to
every participant to further guide and assist the teachers on how
to schedule and host their own web conference confidently. This
will enable the teachers to continue teaching their respective
class students during CMCO period and maybe several months
thereafter.
In these challenging times, online teaching is the new norm for
continuous learning. It is hoped that this short training session will
empower BISDS teachers to use technology to create personalized,
accessible and creative learning experiences for their students.
By sis Jacqueline
6th of June 2020

Vakkali - new normal online class

17th May 2020. A typical Sunday during the CMCO . However, the
children and teachers of Vakkali class were excited because they
were going to have Sunday School Class again --------- but online.
With Zoom, class commenced as usual.
The children were so happy to see their friends again. They also
shared their experiences adapting to Covid-19. i.e hand washing,
wear masks and social distancing.
The
children
also
made pictures of the
Covid-19 virus and
recorded a short play,
performances
on
videos, on how to stay
away from its dangers.
They
were
so
engrossed and enjoyed
themselves that the
hour - long class passed
quickly. They looked
forward to their subsequent Sunday classes with enthusiasm.
Everyone has accepted this new normal to stay safe and to learn
the Dhamma at the same time.
Thank you.
with metta
Vakkali
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The 2019 National Best Candidate 2019
Medal at the Preliminary Level for MBE exam
– Sis Jess Leow
Namo Buddhaya, first and foremost, I’m very honored to receive
this award. A big Thank you and Big Sadhu to my Dhamma
teacher Bro Tan Bok Huat for his valuable Dhamma teaching and
guidance. From little understanding to at least “something”, I
gained a lot of Dhamma knowledge from adult Dhamma Class.
Never
forget
my
Sariputta’s
classmates, sis Ong, Sis Alice, sis Yee
Sin, Sis Rossey, Bro Kee and the rest
of Sariputta’s classmates for sharing
of Dhamma knowledge and learning
towards preparing the MBE exam.
Not to left out sis Elaine Chai,
BISDS staff and my family members
for their continuous support and
encouragement in the whole
Dhamma Journey.
Sadhu Sadhu Sadhu
By sis Jess Leow
31st May 2020

The 2019 National Best Candidate 2019
Medal at the Preliminary Level for MBE exam
– Sis Elaine Chai
Thank you and I am truly honored to receive this.

I would like to express my utmost gratitude to all the Dhamma
teachers, especially Bro Tan Bok Huat who has been my teacher
and mentor since 2014. I am grateful for his continuous guidance,
advice and encouragement. Thank you for being a great role
model and an inspiration to me.
My sincere appreciation also goes to my kalyana mitta at BISDS
for their valuable support and friendship.
Last but not least, this award would not have been possible
without the unconditional support and patience of my husband,
Lin Choong and my daughters, Eunice and Elise. Thank you for
always believing in me and for continuously motivating me.
I would highly encourage individuals to take this exam.
Be diligent and committed in studying the Dhamma and put the
learning, practice and realisation in motion.
Sabbe Satta Sukhi Hontu
31st of May 2020

Friends of the Vihara (FOV)
1. Monthly Provisions Delivery – 10th May
Bro Ng and Bro David delivered the provisions to
Sri Sai Orphanage and Berlian Home.
Berlian Home

2. Feeding the Needy - 10th May
Sri Sai Orphanage

Captain Ming distributed packed meals to Charis Home
(23 packets) at Pudu Pasar and the balance 27 packets
were given to those hanging around the Pudu Plaza
market. Sponsor of the packed meals were Bro Steven
Wong and family.

Charis Home

3. Feeding the Needy – 17th May
Sponsors of 40 packs of halal chicken rice and loaf buns were
Restoran Oversea and Sis Ariya Ng respectively. Captain Ming
distributed to Charis Home at Pudu Pasar and the general Pudu
area.

4. Feeding the Needy – 31st May

Captain Ming in green
t-shirt at Charis Home

Sis Ariya Ng sponsored the 45 packs of vegetarian rice
and bread to inmates of Charis Home at Pudu Besar and
the homeless at the Pudu Pasar area.

5. Feeding the Needy – 7th June
A total of 100 packs of vegetarian rice and 80 packs of bread
were distributed to a
Myanmarese Shelter home and Trinity home. The meals were
delivered by Bro B K Wong. While Sis Dinah Lau delivered meals
to Charis Home and the needy at Pudu Pasar (under the flyover)
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Pen Portraits

Portraits of 93 Eminent
Disciples of the Buddha
The theme is to pay tribute to the 80 Maha
Arahants and the 13 Maha Theri Arahants who
had by their efforts won emancipation of a rare
distinction. They belonged to the innermost
circles in the life of the Gautama Buddha. The
Buddha and the Maha Arahants were together
at all times. Their lives portray heroic endeavor.

No 39. Sagatha Maha Thera ~
Most able to taste the bliss of
Nibbana off and on.

By this means, the Thera was able to teach the serpent a salutary
lesson. The serpent ceased his pranks and the people once again
enjoyed prosperity.

The people knew who it was that subdued the serpent and lavished on
this Thera, rich gifts of food. But then, the people who were enjoying
alcoholic drinks did not wish to partake alone without sharing with
e was born in the Dispensation of Gautama Buddha, near their benefactor. The Thera, still in the making of an Arahant, had
Jetavanarama in a Brahmin’s family and was named Sagatha. a considerable amount while going on rounds for food(pindapata)
He was ordained and soon after became proficient in the art and became drunk. He fell by the way on a rubbish heap.
of getting into Jhana based on the heat element (Tejo).
Buddha sent for him and dwelt upon the dangers of alcohol, the
At this time, there was a ferry man. An old Brahmin who lived in the besetting vice and the gateway to evil. The Thera unconsciously,
district of Kosamba who died breathing revenge as a result of a feud while prostrate, had the feet towards the Blessed One. The Buddha
between himself and a new rival in the ferry service. He was born prohibited the use of alcohol to the monks and laity alike. The fifth
as a powerful serpent (nagaraja) who had psychic power. By means precept was born.
of this power, he was able to bring about rain in season and out of
season, with the result the farmers suffered great loss by the failure
of their crops.

H

The revengeful Brahmin who was reborn
as a serpent king (nagaraja)

The Buddha introduced the 5th Precept
after Sagatha’s misbehaviour

Sagatha, having learnt that the Buddha and his retinue were going to
Kosamba and would be spending a night there, quickly entered the
heart of the serpent using psychic power and sat still. The serpent
was highly incensed and sent up a cloud of smoke. The Thera did
likewise only a wee bit better. The serpent, who is prone to anger,
emitted flames of fire to extinguish the Thera but the latter not to be
outdone sent up bigger flames of fire. The serpent had met with is
match and he crouched before the Thera asking to be allowed to
follow him. The Thera replied that there was one greater than he,
namely, the Buddha whose protection he should seek.
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The reaction was telling. The Thera worked hard unceasingly. He led
the Bhikkhu life and not long after became an Arahant. The Buddha
addressing the monks and laity, said that Venerable Sagatha Thera
became most proficient, in the Noble Order for entering into trance
(Nirodha Samapatti) on the heat element (Tejo)

He taught the Naga a lesson
The people’s aﬀection he won
Got for alms a potent brew
The ﬁfth precept he drew

Feature

T

he Beginningless Cycle of Repeated Birth, Mundane Existence and Dying Again
In Buddhism, samsara is often defined as the endless cycle of birth, death, and
rebirth. Or, you may understand it as the world of suffering and dissatisfaction
(dukkha), the opposite of nirvana, which is the condition of being free from
suffering and the cycle of rebirth.

In literal terms, the Sanskrit word samsara means “flowing on” or “passing through.” It is
illustrated by the Wheel of Life and explained by the Twelve Links of Dependent Origination.
It might be understood as the state of being bound by greed, hate, and ignorance, or as a
veil of illusion that hides true reality. In traditional Buddhist philosophy, we are trapped in
samsara through one life after another until we find awakening through enlightenment.

"How do we
stop living in
Samsara?"
The Twelve Links of Dependent Origination
describe the process of dwelling in samsara.
We see that the first link is avidya, ignorance.
This is ignorance of the Buddha’s teaching
of the Four Noble Truths and also ignorance
of who we are. This leads to the second
link, samskara, which contains the seeds of
karma. And so on.

By Barbara O’Brien

We can think of this cycle-chain as something
that happens at the beginning of each new
life. But by a more modern psychological
reading, it is also something we’re doing
all the time. Becoming mindful of this is the
first step to liberation.

Samsara and Nirvana
Samsara is contrasted with nirvana. Nirvana
is not a place but a state that is neither being
nor non-being.
However, the best definition of samsara,
and one with more modern applicability
may be from the Theravada monk and
teacher Thanissaro Bhikkhu:
Instead of a place, it's a process: the tendency
to keep creating worlds and then moving into
them. And note that this creating and moving
in doesn't just happen once, at birth. We›re
doing it all the time.

Creating Worlds
We aren’t just creating worlds; we’re also
creating ourselves. We beings are all processes
of physical and mental phenomena. The
Buddha taught that what we think of as our
permanent self, our ego, self-consciousness,
and personality, is not fundamentally real.
But, it’s continually regenerated based
on prior conditions and choices. From
moment to moment, our bodies, sensations,
conceptualizations, ideas and beliefs, and
consciousness work together to create the
illusion of a permanent, distinctive “me.”
Further, in no small extent, our “outer” reality is
a projection of our “inner” reality. What we take
to be reality is always made up in large part of
our subjective experiences of the world. In a
way, each of us is living in a different world that
we create with our thoughts and perceptions.
We can think of rebirth, then, as something
that happens from one life to another and also
something that happens moment to moment.

In Buddhism, rebirth or reincarnation is not
the transmigration of an individual soul to a
newly born body (as is believed in Hinduism),
but more like the karmic conditions and
effects of life moving forward into new
lives. With this kind of understanding, we
can interpret this model to mean that we
are “reborn” psychologically many times
within our lives.
Likewise, we can think of the Six Realms as
places we may be "reborn" into every
moment. In a day, we might pass through all
of them. In this more modern sense, the six
realms can be considered by psychological
states.
The critical point is that living in samsara is
a process. It is something we’re all doing
right now, not just something we’ll do at
the beginning of a future life. How do we
stop?

Liberation From Samsara
This brings us to the Four Noble Truths. Very
basically, the Truths tell us that:
1. We are creating our samsara;
2. How we are creating samsara;
3. That we can stop creating samsara;
4. The way to stop is by following

the Eightfold Path.

Theravada Buddhism understands samsara
and nirvana to be opposites. In Mahayana
Buddhism, however, with its focus on
inherent Buddha Nature, both samsara and
nirvana are seen as natural manifestations
of the empty clarity of the mind. When we
cease to create samsara, nirvana naturally
appears; nirvana, then, can be seen as the
purified true nature of samsara.
However you understand it, the message is
that although the unhappiness of samsara
is our lot in life, it is possible to understand
the reasons for it and the methods for
escaping it.
Source : Learn Religions, Feb. 11, 2020,
learnreligions.com/samsara-449968. https://
www.learnreligions.com/samsara-449968

About the Writer :
Barbara O’Brien
is a Zen Buddhist
practitioner who
studied at Zen
Mountain Monastery.
She is the author of
“Rethinking Religion”
and has covered
religion for The
Guardian, Tricycle.
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Teachings & Practice
"An excerpt from his book “Mindfulness in Plain English” on busting
the myths associated with Vipassana system of meditation."

M

editation is a word. The thinking process operates by
association, and all sorts of ideas are associated with the
word ‘meditation’. Some of them are probably accurate
and others are hogwash. Some of them pertain more
properly to other systems of meditation and have nothing to do
with Vipassana practice. Before we proceed, it behooves us to blast
some of the residue out of our own neuronal circuits so that new
information can pass unimpeded.
There are a number of common misconceptions about meditation.
We see them crop up again and again from new students, the
same questions over and over. It is best to deal with these things at
once, because they are the sort of preconceptions which can block
your progress right from the outset. We are going to take these
misconceptions one at a time and explode them.

What

Vipassana
Meditation IS NOT
By
Bhante Henepola
Gunaratana

Misconception #1

Meditation is just a relaxation technique
The bugaboo here is the word ‘just’. Relaxation is a key component
of meditation, but Vipassana-style meditation aims at a much loftier
goal. Nevertheless, the statement is essentially true for many other
systems of meditation. All meditation procedures stress concentration
of the mind, bringing the mind to rest on one item or one area of
thought. Do it strongly and thoroughly enough, and you achieve a
deep and blissful relaxation which is called Jhana. It is a state of such
supreme tranquility that it amounts to rapture. It is a form of pleasure
which lies above and beyond anything that can be experienced in the
normal state of consciousness. Most systems stop right there. That is
the goal, and when you attain that, you simply repeat the experience
for the rest of your life. Not so with Vipassana meditation. Vipassana
seeks another goal--awareness. Concentration and relaxation are
considered necessary concomitants to awareness. They are required
precursors, handy tools, and beneficial byproducts. But they are not
the goal. The goal is insight. Vipassana meditation is a profound are deeper ways to understand things than words. You understand
religious practice aimed at nothing less that the purification and how to walk. You probably can’t describe the exact order in which
your nerve fibers and your muscles contract during that process. But
transformation of your everyday life.
you can do it. Meditation needs to be understood that same way,
by doing it. It is not something that you can learn in abstract terms.
Misconception #2
It is to be experienced. Meditation is not some mindless formula
Meditation means going into a trance
which gives automatic and predictable results. You can never really
Here again the statement could be applied accurately to certain predict exactly what will come up in any particular session. It is an
systems of meditation, but not to Vipassana. Insight meditation is investigation and experiment and an adventure every time. In fact,
not a form of hypnosis. You are not trying to black out your mind so this is so true that when you do reach a feeling of predictability and
as to become unconscious. You are not trying to turn yourself into sameness in your practice, you use that as an indicator. It means that
an emotionless vegetable. If anything, the reverse is true. You will you have gotten off the track somewhere and you are headed for
become more and more attuned to your own emotional changes. stagnation. Learning to look at each second as if it were the first and
You will learn to know yourself with ever- greater clarity and only second in the universe is most essential in Vipassana meditation.
precision. In learning this technique, certain states do occur which
may appear trance-like to the observer. But they are really quite the Misconception #4
opposite. In hypnotic trance, the subject is susceptible to control by The purpose of meditation is to become a psychic superman
another party, whereas in deep concentration the meditator remains
very much under his own control. The similarity is superficial, and No, the purpose of meditation is to develop awareness. Learning
in any case the occurrence of these phenomena is not the point of to read minds is not the point. Levitation is not the goal. The goal
Vipassana. As we have said, the deep concentration of Jhana is a tool is liberation. There is a link between psychic phenomena and
or stepping stone on the route of heightened awareness. Vipassana meditation, but the relationship is somewhat complex. During early
by definition is the cultivation of mindfulness or awareness. If you stages of the meditator’s career, such phenomena may or may not
find that you are becoming unconscious in meditation, then you arise. Some people may experience some intuitive understanding
aren’t meditating, according to the definition of the word as used in or memories from past lives; others do not. In any case, these are
not regarded as well-developed and reliable psychic abilities. Nor
the Vipassana system. It is that simple.
should they be given undue importance. Such phenomena are in
fact fairly dangerous to new meditators in that they are too seductive.
Misconception #3
They can be an ego trap which can lure you right off the track. Your
Meditation is a mysterious practice which cannot be
best advice is not to place any emphasis on these phenomena. If
understood
they come up, that’s fine. If they don’t, that’s fine, too. It’s unlikely
Here again, this is almost true, but not quite. Meditation deals with that they will. There is a point in the meditator’s career where he
levels of consciousness which lie deeper than symbolic thought. may practice special exercises to develop psychic powers. But this
Therefore, some of the data about meditation just won’t fit into words. occurs way down the line. After he has gained a very deep stage of
That does not mean, however, that it cannot be understood. There Jhana, the meditator will be far enough advanced to work with such
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and baseball heroes. Such people are stereotyped, made larger
than life, and saddled with all sort of characteristics that few human
beings can ever live up to. Even in the West, we share some of this
attitude about meditation. We expect the meditator to be some
extraordinarily pious figure in whose mouth butter would never dare
to melt. A little personal contact with such people will quickly dispel
this illusion. They usually prove to be people of enormous energy
and gusto, people who live their lives with amazing vigor. It is true,
of course, that most holy men meditate, but they don’t meditate
because they are holy men. That is backward. They are holy men
because they meditate. Meditation is how they got there. And they
started meditating before they became holy. This is an important
point. A sizable number of students seems to feel that a person
should be completely moral before he begins meditation. It is an
unworkable strategy. Morality requires a certain degree of mental
control. It’s a prerequisite. You can’t follow any set of moral precepts
without at least a little self-control, and if your mind is perpetually
spinning like a fruit cylinder in a one- armed bandit, self-control is
highly unlikely. So mental culture has to come first.

powers without the danger of their running out of control or taking
over his life. He will then develop them strictly for the purpose of
service to others. This state of affairs only occurs after decades of
practice. Don’t worry about it. Just concentrate on developing more
and more awareness. If voices and visions pop up, just notice them
and let them go. Don’t get involved.

Misconception #5

Meditation is dangerous and a prudent person should avoid it
Everything is dangerous. Walk across the street and you may get hit
by a bus. Take a shower and you could break your neck. Meditate and
you will probably dredge up various nasty-matters from your past.
The suppressed material that has been buried there for quite some
time can be scary. It is also highly profitable. No activity is entirely
without risk, but that does not mean that we should wrap ourselves
in some protective cocoon. That is not living. That is premature
death. The way to deal with danger is to know approximately how
much of it there is, where it is likely to be found and how to deal
with it when it arises. That is the purpose of this manual. Vipassana is
development of awareness. That in itself is not dangerous, but just
the opposite. Increased awareness is the safeguard against danger.
Properly done, meditation is a very gentle and gradual process. Take
it slow and easy, and development of your practice will occur very
naturally. Nothing should be forced. Later, when you are under the
close scrutiny and protective wisdom of a competent teacher, you
can accelerate your rate of growth by taking a period of intensive
meditation. In the beginning, though, easy does it. Work gently and
everything will be fine.

There are three integral factors in Buddhist meditation-- morality,
concentration and wisdom. Those three factors grow together as your
practice deepens. Each one influences the other, so you cultivate the
three of them together, not one at a time. When you have the wisdom
to truly understand a situation, compassion towards all the parties
involved is automatic, and compassion means that you automatically
restrain yourself from any thought, word or deed that might harm
yourself or others. Thus your behavior is automatically moral. It is only
when you don’t understand things deeply that you create problems. If
you fail to see the consequences of your own action, you will blunder.
The fellow who waits to become totally moral before he begins to
meditate is waiting for a ‘but’ that will never come. The ancient sages
say that he is like a man waiting for the ocean to become calm so
that he can go take a bath. To understand this relationship more fully,
let us propose that there are levels of morality. The lowest level is
adherence to a set of rules and regulations laid down by somebody
else. It could be your favorite prophet. It could be the state, the head
man of your tribe or your father. No matter who generates the rules,
all you’ve got to do at this level is know the rules and follow them. A
robot can do that. Even a trained chimpanzee could do it if the rules
were simple enough and he was smacked with a stick every time he
broke one. This level requires no meditation at all. All you need are
the rules and somebody to swing the stick.
The next level of morality consists of obeying the same rules even
in the absence of somebody who will smack you. You obey because
you have internalized the rules. You smack yourself every time you
break one. This level requires a bit of mind control. If your thought
pattern is chaotic, your behavior will be chaotic, too. Mental culture
reduces mental chaos.

There is a third level or morality, but it might be better termed ethics.
This level is a whole quantum layer up the scale, a real paradigm shift
in orientation. At the level of ethics, one does not follow hard and fast
rules dictated by authority. One chooses his own behavior according
to the needs of the situation. This level requires real intelligence and
an ability to juggle all the factors in every situation and arrive at a
unique, creative and appropriate response each time. Furthermore,
the individual making these decisions needs to have dug himself
out of his own limited personal viewpoint. He has to see the entire
situation from an objective point of view, giving equal weight to his
own needs and those of others. In other words, he has to be free
from greed, hatred, envy and all the other selfish junk that ordinarily
keeps us from seeing the other guy’s side of the issue. Only then can
he choose that precise set of actions which will be truly optimal for
that situation. This level of morality absolutely demands meditation,
unless you were born a saint. There is no other way to acquire
the skill. Furthermore, the sorting process required at this level is
exhausting. If you tried to juggle all those factors in every situation
Misconception #6
with your conscious mind, you’d wear yourself out. The intellect just
Meditation is for saints and holy men, not for regular people
can’t keep that many balls in the air at once. It is an overload. Luckily,
You find this attitude very prevalent in Asia, where monks and holy a deeper level of consciousness can do this sort of processing with
men are accorded an enormous amount of ritualized reverence. This ease. Meditation can accomplish the sorting process for you. It is an
is somewhat akin to the American attitude of idealizing movie stars eerie feeling.
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One day you’ve got a problem - say to handle Uncle Herman’s latest
divorce. It looks absolutely unsolvable, and an enormous muddle
of ‘maybes’ that would give Solomon himself the willies. The next
day you are washing the dishes, thinking about something else
entirely, and suddenly the solution is there. It just pops out of the
deep mind and you say, ‘Ah ha!’ and the whole thing is solved. This
sort of intuition can only occur when you disengage the logic circuits
from the problem and give the deep mind the opportunity to cook
up the solution. The conscious mind just gets in the way. Meditation
teaches you how to disentangle yourself from the thought process.
It is the mental art of stepping out of your own way, and that’s a
pretty useful skill in everyday life. Meditation is certainly not some
irrelevant practice strictly for ascetics and hermits. It is a practical skill
that focuses on everyday events and has immediate application in
everybody’s life. Meditation is not otherworldly.
Unfortunately, this very fact constitutes the drawback for certain
students. They enter the practice expecting instantaneous cosmic
revelation, complete with angelic choirs. What they usually get is a
more efficient way to take out the trash and better ways to deal with
Uncle Herman. They are needlessly disappointed. The trash solution
comes first. The voices of archangels take a bit longer.

help in the long run. Harm in the name of help is one of the oldest
games. The grand inquisitor of the Spanish Inquisition spouts the
loftiest of motives. The Salem witchcraft trials were conducted for
the public good. Examine the personal lives of advanced meditators
and you will often find them engaged in humanitarian service. You
will seldom find them as crusading missionaries who are willing to
sacrifice certain individuals for the sake of some pious idea. The fact
is we are more selfish than we know. The ego has a way of turning
the loftiest activities into trash if it is allowed free range. Through
meditation we become aware of ourselves exactly as we are, by
waking up to the numerous subtle ways that we manifest our own
selfishness. Then we truly begin to be genuinely selfless. Cleansing
yourself of selfishness is not a selfish activity.

Misconception #10

When you meditate, you sit around thinking lofty thoughts

Wrong again. There are certain systems of contemplation in which
this sort of thing is done. But that is not Vipassana. Vipassana is the
practice of awareness. Awareness of whatever is there, be it supreme
truth or crummy trash. What is there is there. Of course, lofty aesthetic
thoughts may arise during your practice. They are certainly not to be
avoided. Neither are they to be sought. They are just pleasant sideMisconception #7
effects. Vipassana is a simple practice. It consists of experiencing
Meditation is running away from reality
your own life events directly, without preference and without mental
images pasted to them. Vipassana is seeing your life unfold from
Incorrect. Meditation is running into reality. It does not insulate you moment to moment without biases. What comes up comes up. It is
from the pain of life. It allows you to delve so deeply into life and very simple.
all its aspects that you pierce the pain barrier and you go beyond
suffering. Vipassana is a practice done with the specific intention of Misconception #11
facing reality, to fully experience life just as it is and to cope with A couple of weeks of meditation and all my problems will go
exactly what you find. It allows you to blow aside the illusions and away
to free yourself from all those polite little lies you tell yourself all the
time. What is there is there. You are who you are, and lying to yourself Sorry, meditation is not a quick cure-all. You will start seeing changes
about your own weaknesses and motivations only binds you tighter right away, but really profound effects are years down the line. That
to the wheel of illusion. Vipassana meditation is not an attempt to is just the way the universe is constructed. Nothing worthwhile is
forget yourself or to cover up your troubles. It is learning to look at achieved overnight. Meditation is tough in some respects. It requires
yourself exactly as you are. See what is there, accept it fully. Only a long discipline and sometimes a painful process of practice. At
each sitting you gain some results, but those results are often very
then can you change it.
subtle. They occur deep within the mind, only to manifest much
Misconception #8
later. And if you are sitting there constantly looking for some huge
Meditation is a great way to get high
instantaneous changes, you will miss the subtle shifts altogether.
You will get discouraged, give up and swear that no such changes
Well, yes and no. Meditation does produce lovely blissful feelings will ever occur. Patience is the key. Patience. If you learn nothing
sometimes. But they are not the purpose, and they don’t always else from meditation, you will learn patience. And that is the most
occur. Furthermore, if you do meditation with that purpose in mind, valuable lesson available.
they are less likely to occur than if you just meditate for the actual
purpose of meditation, which is increased awareness. Bliss results Source : https://www.vipassana.com/meditation/mindfulness_in_
from relaxation, and relaxation results from release of tension. plain_english_4.php
Seeking bliss from meditation introduces tension into the process,
which blows the whole chain of events. It is a Catch-22. You can only
have bliss if you don’t chase it. Besides, if euphoria and good feelings
are what you are after, there are easier ways to get them. They are
available in taverns and from shady characters on the street corners
About the Writer :
all across the nation. Euphoria is not the purpose of meditation. It
Bhante H Gunaratana or Bhante G
will often arise, but is to be regarded as a by-product. Still, it is a very
as he is affectionately known is a
pleasant side-effect, and it becomes more and more frequent the
Sri Lankan Theravada monk who is
longer you meditate. You won’t hear any disagreement about this
currently the Abbot of the Bhavana
from advanced practitioners.
Society, at High View, West Virginia.

Misconception #9

Meditation is selfish
It certainly looks that way. There sits the meditator parked on his little
cushion. Is he out giving blood? No. Is he busy working with disaster
victims? No. But let us examine his motivation. Why is he doing this?
His intention is to purge his own mind of anger, prejudice and illwill. He is actively engaged in the process of getting rid of greed,
tension and insensitivity. Those are the very items which obstruct his
compassion for others. Until they are gone, any good works that he
does are likely to be just an extension of his own ego and of no real
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Bhante G went to the United States
at the invitation of the Sasana Sevaka
Society in 1968 after a 10-year stint
at the Buddhist Maha Vihara. He
served as the General Secretary
of the Buddhist Vihara Society of
Washington, D.C. He was elected
President of the society twelve years
later. While serving in this office, he
has conducted meditation retreats
and taught courses in Buddhist
Studies. He is the author of the book
Mindfulness in Plain English.

Senior Living

By Sara Fabian

“Age is an issue of mind
over matter. If you don’t
mind, it doesn’t matter.”
~ Mark Twain

So I’ve been asking myself this question: Where does this fear
come from? What makes so many people scared of aging?
One explanation I’ve found comes from societal norms and culturally
inherited limiting beliefs that inﬂuence our way of thinking and don’t serve
ime is the most precious asset we’ve got. It means life, and it’s never us well.
coming back.
If you grow up preparing yourself for the aging process as if it will be a burden,
In a world where everyone seems to be in a rush, it feels like time is that’s exactly how it will feel. It’s all about self-perception and the story we
ﬂying. Not sure about you, but when I was a child, I felt like I had all tell ourselves about whom we are becoming with passing time.
the time in the world. Much later, as a grown-up woman, always busy to do
more and achieve more, I had to sign up for time management courses so Take my example:
that I could cope with stress and learn how to manage my hours.
I grew up in Eastern Europe. In my home country, Romania, I often heard
In April this year, I turned thirty-nine, and I was happy to witness a major things like “Of course I’m sick. I’m sixty-eight now. I’m not young any longer,
transformation in myself: no more panic knowing that soon I’m going to be so that should be expected.” Or “My time has gone now; I’m seventy-ﬁve!”
forty. No more sadness or fear of getting older.
Of course, not everyone thinks like this, but it’s common. Growing old is
This year, the only thing I wanted for myself was to celebrate a new year supposed to bring suﬀering and pain. With no savings, many people feel
and feel grateful for everything I’ve learned so far at the school of life. To unprepared, both mentally and ﬁnancially, for retirement, and it’s quite
look at the future as an excellent opportunity to learn more and grow from common for retired people to get support from their children to pay their
utilities and buy medicine or food.
my experiences.
Beautiful…but it wasn’t always like that. Like many other people I know, both I am grateful for the four years I spent living in Sweden—a time that shifted
women and men, I was terriﬁed of the idea of growing older. I could feel this my perception around aging. I still remember the beautiful yearly concerts I
gave with my choir. Performing made my heart sing. And many members of
fear in my bones years ago, when I “changed the preﬁx” and turned thirty.
that choir were over sixty!
At the time, I didn’t express that out loud and pretended everything was
okay, but, deep inside, I was terriﬁed. To me, such a change was a powerful You see, that was a diﬀerent culture, mentality, and system of belief—and a
mental, psychological transition that came with high pressure on my chest, much richer country. When we are ﬁnancially stable and secured, it is much
followed by painful beats of my heart. I wasn’t ready, and I can recall that I easier to be happy, right? But it’s not always about money; small moments of
happiness don’t have to cost much, and often come for free.
wanted all my youngest years back.

T
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In Sweden, I got to meet grandmothers who were learning new languages
and discovering new hobbies for themselves. Some started to paint; others
were enhancing their computer skills. They were thrilled to ﬁnally have all the
time in the world for themselves, their wants, and their needs after they’d
dedicated a high amount of time and energy to their families or employers.
I found that inspiring. That’s exactly how I want to experience my life once
I grow older: as a new opportunity to learn, when every morning is a fresh
start, despite the number of my years.
If you’re afraid of aging and everything that will entail, I can empathize, as
I’ve been there. Here’s what helped me heal this fear, move on, and enjoy my
everyday life in the only reality there is—the present moment:

1. Shifting perspective.
What would open up for you if you knew your age was nothing but a number?
Once I decided to look at the process of growing older with compassion and
see it as a gift not everyone receives in life, everything changed.
We create our own reality through the way we think and the story we tell
ourselves about each and every experience.
I know there will be lots of good things for me to enjoy as I grow older. Firstly,
I will have all the time in the world for myself and I will make sure to ﬁll it up
beautifully, doing things I enjoy, traveling more, spending more quality time
not even real. For many industries, that’s an excellent source of income. That
with friends, learning new things, and practicing new hobbies.
is why anti-aging cosmetics sell well, and plastic surgery is booming. It’s all
Most people complain about spending too many hours at work and not based on fear.
having enough time for themselves. But once they retire, they get the time
No matter our age, our bodies are the vehicles of our spirit—the temple
they’ve always wanted and don’t know what to do with it. Interesting.
of our souls and the only ones we’ve got. I have started to take care of my
“We need to revise how we think of aging. The old paradigm was: You’re body: I exercise more and give it nutritious food and plenty of water. I make
born, you peak at midlife, and then you decline into decrepitude. Looking at sure I ﬁnd the time for those necessary doctor appointments and yearly
aging as ascending a staircase, you gain well-being, spirit, soul, wisdom, the health checks. When we invest in our physical health, we make a long-lasting
investment in our future.
ability to be truly intimate and a life with intention.” ~Jane Fonda
According to research, the people who live longest are located in Okinawa,
Japan. I visited that place recently and wanted to learn more about their
The truth is, societies generally value the younger generations, seen as a lifestyle.
much-needed force in the working ﬁeld.
People there eat healthily and exercise. They don’t stress much and have a
Aging means wisdom and experience, but often much suﬀering as well. Many social life, despite their age. That’s what I also got to see during the years I
people hold the belief that, the older they get, the worse their quality of life lived in China and South Korea: older people exercising, doing tai-chi or chiwill be, as if their worthiness in the world will vanish or fade. I’ve heard of gong, dancing or singing in the parks of Seoul or the big squares of Shanghai.
people who got severely depressed when they retired because they felt their They were keeping themselves active and spending quality time with likelives had no meaning apart from working.
minded people in their communities.

2. Knowing that I am not what I do.

One of the most common questions people ask when they make new Descartes deﬁned human as “social animals.” No matter our personality,
acquaintances is “What do you do for a living?” In a world that evaluates extroverted or introverted, we all need a tribe, a sense of belonging to a
human worth through status and how well we do things in life, they lost their group or community. That is a basic human need.
identity when left with no job.
Happiness is a mental and emotional state of being; it comes as a result of
Work is where we spend most of our time, so if we’re not happy at work, the choices we make. It’s all about attitude, perspective, and what we make
we’re ultimately not happy with most of our lives. Most of us need a job, and age mean to us. We all are what we believe.
money is a much-needed instrument for us to survive. But is life supposed to
So next year I’m turning forty—nothing but a new beautiful number, a time
be all about our jobs? Is there no other way to be happy?
for brand new opportunities and a gift from life. Getting older is a reality, and
What if the ultimate purpose of us being here were just to be happy?
I have decided to embrace myself with love, despite my age. I know I’m going
to end up with more wrinkles and I’ll love them, too. True self-love is valid at
I can think of so many diﬀerent kinds of activities that can bring us tremendous
any age; there’s no expiration date to that.
joy and fulﬁllment once we retire! Spending quality time with our dear
ones, enjoying the small pleasures of life, traveling, practicing our hobbies, Source: https://tinybuddha.com/blog/how-to-cope-with-the-fear-of-aging/
learning new skills, being involved in charity projects, making a diﬀerence in
the world, and so on.
“You are a human being, not a human doing.” ~Wayne Dyer

3. Loving myself: mind, body, and soul.

About the Writer :

In the same way that I am not what I do, I am not my body. My spirit refuses
to be put in a box or labeled. If I identify my human value through my physical
appearance, the process of aging turns into a burden.

Sara Fabian is a Women’s
Empowerment & Life Purpose
Coach and inspirational speaker,
on a mission to help women to
discover their unique strengths,
gifts and talents, rock their
confidence, find their calling and
live a meaningful life of purpose.

In today’s society, the concept of beauty often gets associated with youth,
with having no wrinkles. Social media, women magazines, Photoshop, beauty
contests—all these put tremendous pressure on people (and women
especially) to ﬁt particular requirements and parameters that sometimes are
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Vehicle for Transport
he Buddhist Maha Vihara “Lend A Hand” programme is to
T
support the undertaking of a number of crucial projects
that are needed for continuous maintenance and upgrading
for the benefit of all devotees. We appeal to your kind
generosity to help us realize the following:

Balance amount of : RM77,500

(from initial amount of RM80,000)

• 25 Lotus Pillars

Shrine Hall Heritage Refurbishment

- Balance amount of : RM112,750

(from initial amount of RM150,000)
Shrine Hall Lights

- Outside - Est amount to spend is RM40,000

Mezzanine Floor – 18 pillars
First Floor – 4 pillars

A total of 25 Lotus
Pillars named after
the Buddha’s
core teachings
are available for
sponsorship at the
Wisma Dharma Cakra
building at RM25,000
each. Names of
the Sponsors will be
placed on the pillar.

• Supply and Install Visual System at 1st Floor, Puja Hall

Estimate Cost :- RM 25,850
• Meditation Cushion with Cushion

Big 2ft x 2ft @ RM65 x 66 nos = RM4290
Small 10 x 14 x 46mm @ RM55 x 106 nos = RM5830
Total Estimate Cost :- RM10,120

Bodhi Tree Area

- Replacing the 56 Buddha Statues’ Huts
with stainless steel panels/tampered glass.

• Wireless Head Set Microphone

Estimate Cost :- RM 3,300
• Tabletop Gooseneck Microphone system

Balance amount of :

Estimate Cost :- RM4,800

RM22,080

• Mobile Stage with Skirting and staircase

Estimate Cost :- RM7,700

( from initial amount of RM24,800 )

• 10-seater Round Tables

Quantity – 50
Estimate Cost :- RM9,000
• Skirting for Banquet table

BUDDHA FRIEZE

for Sponsorship at Meditation Pavilion

Quantity – 100 tables (6ft x 2ft)
Estimate Cost :- RM9,500
• Dharmacakra Wheel at Wisma Dharma Cakra Building

Balance amount :- RM200,000
(from initial amount of :- RM300,000)

Seated

Standing

RM18,000 each

RM38,000 each

Buddha Frieze

37 statues left to be sponsored

Buddha Frieze
5 statues left to be sponsored

A brief history of the 126 year old Buddhist Maha Vihara, Brickfields

T

he Buddhist Maha Vihara was founded in 1894
by the Sasana Abhiwurdhi Wardhana Society
(SAWS), the oldest registered Buddhist Society in the
Klang Valley.

Chinese New Villagers who were evicted from their
traditional lands and placed in new settlements by
the Governments which was fighting a communist
insurgency.

From its very inception, the Vihara has been managed
by the Sinhala Buddhist community but was financially
supported by the Chinese and Indian communities
as well. The first structure of the Vihara was the
Main Shrine Room, with its ceremonial laying of the
foundation-stone taking place on 25th August 1894
and the simple rectangular shaped building completed
sometime during the first decade of the 20th century.
The donors for the Shrine room, as recorded in the
Selangor Government Gazette 1896, pg 408 were
clearly Chinese and Indian communities and among
the main donors were:

Since the 1940s, the Vihara commenced a free
Dhamma publications programme as a Dhammadutta
outreach to the masses which by the year 2012 was
made available in 28 languages, with millions of copies
of books and CDs produced. The Vihara’s Buddhist
Institute Sunday Dhamma School(BISDS), founded
in 1929, is the oldest Sunday School in the country
with an enrolment of more than 1200 students and
continues to produce systematic books on Buddhist
studies for children.

Kapitan Yeap Quang Seng, Towkay Loke Yew,
K. Tambusamy Pillay, R. Doraisamy Pillay, Loke Chow
Kit, San Peng and Son, Lim Tua Taw, etc…
The Vihara was always the focal point to mobilise the
Buddhist community. The large gathering to protest
and stop the screening of the then controversial film
“Light of Asia” in 1927 in Malaysia was also held at the
Vihara, and so was the mass gathering and signature
campaign in the 1950s to lobby the government to
declare Wesak as a national holiday.
During the Emergency period of 1948-1960, monks
from the Vihara made a massive impact reaching out
to calm and educate the psychologically disoriented

DAILY ACTIVITIES
Mon - Sun

Thurs
Fri
Sat

Sun

Many students or devotees who have studied
and benefited from the BISDS, the Vihara’s Free
Publications, Dhamma programmes, classes, talks,
etc have gone on to set up new Buddhist societies an
centers which help to spread Buddhism in the country
far and wide.

- 8.00pm - 10.00pm
- 10.30am - 12.00noon
- 8.30pm - 10.00pm
- 7.30pm - 9.00pm
- 1.00pm - 2.00pm
- 8.00pm - 9.30pm
- 8.30am - 10.30am
- 10.30am - 11.30am
- 2.00pm - 7.00pm
- 7.30pm - 8.30pm
- 8.30am - 9.30am
- 9.30am - 11.00am
- 9.30am - 12.00noon
- 10.00am - 11.30am
- 10.00am - 2.00pm
- 11.00am - 12.30pm
- 1.30pm - 5.00pm
- 2.00pm - 7.00pm
- 3.00pm - 4.30pm
- 5.00pm

In 2004, the Vihara was a major focal point in the
country to collect relief aid to assist the South Asian
Tsunami that killed almost 280,000 people. Several
forty foot containers equivalent of relief aid were
dispatched by the Vihara to Sri Lanka, Indonesia,
India, Myanmar and Thailand by air, sea and land.
Buddhists remain the country’s largest organ donors,
thanks to Cornea and Organ Donation Campaigns
carried out by the Vihara. The Vihara continues
to operate to deliver its obligation to the Buddhist
community till this day and is governed and directed
by its Vision, 4 Missions, 6 Strategic Objectives and
4 Ennoblers in tribute and gratitude to all our past
and current Sangha, volunteers, donors, friends, etc.
We would be failing in our duty if we fail to mention
the name of the foremost amongst them, our late
Venerable Chief, that is Venerable. Dr. Kirinde Sri
Dhammananda Nayaka Maha Thero.

The SAWS is also one of the founding members
of the Malaysian Consultative Council for
Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Sikhism and
Taoism (MCCBCHST) formed in 1983, a Council
which constructively engages the Government on

- 6.30am - 7.30am
Daily Morning Buddha Puja
- 11.30am - 12.00noon Daily Noon Buddha Puja
- 7.30pm - 8.30pm
Daily Evening Buddha Puja

WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
Mon, Wed, Thurs
Tues

The Wesak procession organised by the Vihara since
the 1890s is the oldest and largest religious procession
in the country. The 3-day Wesak celebrations at the
Vihara attracts about 100,000 people.

matters effecting non-muslims in the country. The
MCCBCHST Administrative office is based at the
Vihara.

You can donate towards our many projects :

Meditation Class
Senior Club Yoga for Beginners
Qigong Practise
Senior Club Yoga for Intermediate
Afternoon Puja & Talk
Dhamma Talk
Qigong Practise
Tai Chi Practise
Degree & Master’s in Buddhism Classes
Bojjhanga Puja
Morning Puja
Abhidamma Class
Sunday Dhamma School for Children & for Adults
Dhamma Talk
Traditional Chinese Medicine
(Every Sunday except Public Holiday)
Pali / Sutta Class
Sinhala Language Classes
Sinhala Cultural Dance Classes
Diploma & Degree in Buddhism Classes
Dhamma for the Deaf (fortnightly)
Feeding the Needy and Homeless

• Dhammadutta
• Free Buddhist Publications
• Welfare Activities
• Monks Dana
• Sunday Dhamma School
• Maintenance of Shrine Hall
• K Sri Dhammananda Library
• Temple Lighting
• BISDS Building Fund
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Payments can be made via :
BMV Office Counter : Cash, cheques & credit cards
Postage
: Make cheques payable to “Buddhist
Maha Vihara” & write your name &
contact telephone at back of the cheque.
Direct Debit
: Hong Leong Bank Brickfields
Acct : 292-00-01161-8

BMV Statement of Accounts :
Buddhist Maha Vihara’s Monthly Statement of Accounts is
displayed on the Notice Board at the Reception area for public
viewing. Please address all queries to the Hon. Secretary in writing.

We accept VISA and MASTERCARD for donations. Thank You.
Donations to Buddhist Maha Vihara operations are tax exempt.
Any donor who wants a tax exemption for computation of personal or corporate tax can request for a tax exempt receipt.
PLEASE BEWARE OF UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS SOLICITING DONATIONS.
KINDLY ENSURE THAT ALL DONATIONS ARE ISSUED WITH A NUMBERED BUDDHIST MAHA VIHARA OFFICIAL RECEIPT.
BMV OFFICE HOURS

|

MON – SAT : 9.00 am - 9.00 pm

|

SUN & PUBLIC HOLIDAYS : 9.00 am - 5.00 pm

BUDDHIST MAHA VIHARA
123 Jalan Berhala, Brickfields 50470 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2274 1141 / 011-2689 6123 Fax: 03-2273 2570
Email: info@buddhistmahavihara.org
Website: www.buddhistmahavihara.org

